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The volunteer work in Bromölla to help the Ukrainian refugees  

In the small village of Bromölla in southern Sweden with only 13,000 
inhabitants, volunteers have made a heroic effort for Ukrainian 
refugees, with 15-20 volunteers who are seniors who work Mondays 
to Fridays at 10-16 completely non-profit.  

There are 2 interpreters who can speak Ukrainian and who help them 
with translation. 
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The Ukrainian flag and map 
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The volunteers do this work together with small and medium-sized companies in 
Bromölla and they have started up a huge volunteer work to help over 700 hundred 
Ukrainian refugees / week who have come to southern Sweden. They have opened a 
dispensing point in an industrial area in Bromölla, where the owner is an entrepreneur 
who is a scaffolding builder lending the premises for free.  

The association has received collected material from generous people around Bromölla. 
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Refugees arrives from Malmö, Knislinge, Kristianstad and other places in Skåne 

 And they can get what they such as clothes, shoes, household utensils, hygiene items, toilet 

paper, diapers, etc.  
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The refugees who come have received free buses and train tickets from Skåne traffic. The 

refugees have only a daily allowance from the state of 6 euros and 3 euros / child, and this is 

not enough for food and other things you need. 
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The senior’s association in Sölvesborg has donated 
550 euros to the ferry ticket Karlskrona-Gdynia.  

They have made the coordination work and they are 

real heroes, the volunteers who, at the risk of their 

own lives, drive around and leave supplies and 

medicines. They also drive to Poland with medicines 

, toys and food to the kids and other supplies. 
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The company Sydställningar has donated 26  laptops for the refugees.  
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The companies around Bromölla donate, glasses, mattresses, gift cards 
in grocery stores that are distributed to the refugees.  

Lions have donated gift cards to purchase medicines.  
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In Bromölla there is a teacher Inta Meiere from Ukraine who gives free 
language learning and information about Swedish culture several days 

a week 

B-Creative Association has donated a lot of educational materials to 
the teaching.  
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The refugees’ pets have also been taking 
care of because they are a family member. 

  

Vets have offered free vaccinations for the 
animals, and everyone have tried to find 
accommodation where they can have pets.  
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Companies and individuals have collect clothes, shoes, medicines, hygiene items, diapers baby food, gruel, first 
aid kits, dressings, blankets, dry food, canned food, rice and more, etc. The companies in Bromölla also run 
truck transports to the Ukrainian border, to help the most affected, but also so that the vulnerable soldiers can 
get food and clothing.  
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There have been cooperation with the church. 
They had a multilingual Easter service in Ivetofta 
church in Swedish, Russian, Ukrainian and 
English together with our sisters and brothers from 
Ukraine and Uganda!  
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Cooperation and social inclusion  

  

The cooperation between the companies and the volunteers have been great and companies have 
learned about the immigration situation in Sweden.  

They also have helped each other and gone together for helping this vulnerable group (Ukraine 
refugees). 

  

All involved NGOs and volunteers have really worked for social inclusion through searching for 
households and money, food and so on.  
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Cooperation and social inclusion  

  

Language training have started and help with documents and so on to the migrant’s 
office have been solved.  

 

B-Creative association and many others companies and individuals have worked 
together to see what are the needs and what can be done.  

  

Cooperation and find solutions for social inclusion have been the focus here.  
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The B-Creative Association  

 

has donated supplies sent down to 
Ukraine, such as canned goods, 
rice, sugar, dry food, clothes, 
sheets, towels, shoes, blankets, 
etc. 

And also to the refugees in 
Sweden.  
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                                      Thank you! 


